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A pseudo-homogeneous model predicts that a stationary, stable, transversal nonuni-
form temperature pattern cannot form in any cross section of an adiabatic packed-bed
reactor used to conduct a single reaction, if its dynamics depends only on the concen-
tration of a limiting reactant and temperature. This is due to the fact that the transversal
heat dispersion in the reactor is larger than that of the limiting reactant. This conclusion
is proved for a shallow packed-bed reactor described by a pseudo-homogeneous model.
Extensive numerical simulations showed that a two-phase model of an adiabatic packed-
bed reactor exhibits the same behavioral features. A stable, stationary hot zone can form
in the cross section of the reactor only under the unrealistic assumption that the
transversal species dispersion exceeded that of the temperature. © 2005 American Institute
of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 51: 3028–3038, 2005
Keywords: packed-bed reactor, hot spot, neutral stability, temperature pattern, nonuni-
form perturbations

Introduction

Localized hot zones have been reported to exist in packed-
bed reactors. They have in general a deleterious impact on the
performance of the reactor, that is, decreasing the yield of the
desired products. Moreover, they may initiate undesired re-
sults, leading to runaway reactions. Puszynski and Hlavacek1

observed a periodic generation of a downstream traveling hot
region during CO oxidation in a packed-bed reactor. Wicke and
Onken2,3 observed a similar periodic, traveling temperature
wave during the oxidation of either CO or ethylene in a
packed-bed reactor. They pointed out that these periodic tem-
perature waves form, when the catalytic reaction rate in the
upstream section of the reactor is oscillatory. Rovinski and
Menzinger4 observed a periodic sequence of traveling concen-
tration pulses when they conducted a Belousov–Zhabotinski

reaction in a catalytic packed-bed reactor under excitable con-
ditions. Sheintuch research group5-7 conducted extensive theo-
retical analyses of the formation of these traveling hot zones.

A uniform temperature is expected to exist at any cross
section of adiabatic packed-bed reactors. There have been
several attempts to predict the conditions that may lead to
evolution of a stable, nonuniform transversal temperature field
in such a reactor. Matros8 reported formation of hot zones in a
packed-bed reactor in which the catalyst was not uniformly
packed. This type of hot zone formation may be circumvented
by improving the packing of the bed and will not be addressed
here. Barkelew and Gambhir9 reported the formation of small
clumps of molten catalyst (clinkers) during hydrodesulfuriza-
tion in trickle-bed reactors. Wicke and Onken2,3 noted that the
temperature at two locations in the same cross section of the
reactor was different, that is, transversal (normal to the flow
direction) temperature patterns existed. When local hot regions
exist next to the reactor walls, they may decrease its strength,
leading to severe safety problems. A thorough understanding
and ability to predict when such local hot zones form are
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paramount for a rational reactor design and operation that
circumvent this undesired behavior.

Several studies attempted to predict the conditions leading to
formation of the transversal hot zones. Viljoen et al.10 pointed
out that an exothermic chemical reaction may generate various
convection and temperature patterns in a porous media. Stroh
and Balakotaiah,11 Nguyen and Balakotaiah,12,13 and Subrama-
nian and Balakotaiah14 all showed that spatiotemporal flow and
temperature patterns may evolve in packed-bed reactors, when
the feed flow rate is rather low. Schmitz and Tsotsis15 found
that stationary patterns can form in a chain of interacting
catalysts (cell model) only when the rate of species exchange
exceeded that of heat exchange. Balakotaiah et al.16 showed
that the uniform stable state in an adiabatic packed-bed reactor
may become unstable, leading to evolution of a nonuniform
state. They showed that the larger the diameter of the reactor,
the larger the number of possible stationary nonuniform states
that may form. Yakhnin and Menzinger17 pointed out that the
analysis of Balakotaiah et al.16 was for a case in which the
transversal effective heat dispersion was lower than that of the
species dispersion. This condition is similar to that enabling
formation of stationary patterns in two variable reaction–dif-
fusion systems, if the diffusion of the inhibitor is larger than
that of the activator.18,19 However, in practice the transversal
dispersion of heat in a packed-bed reactor is always larger than
that of the species dispersion.

The goal of this study is to determine under what conditions
and reaction rates stable, stationary, nonuniform temperature
states exist in packed-bed reactors, and to analyze the qualita-
tive features and stability characteristics of the branches of the
nonuniform states.

Mathematical Model

We use a heterogeneous or two-phase model to describe an
adiabatic packed-bed reactor. The corresponding energy and
limiting species balances for both the gas and the solid phases
are as follows
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Because the characteristic reaction time is very small relative
to the others in the system the solid reactant concentration may
be described by a pseudo-steady-state equation (that is, ignor-
ing the time derivative in Eq. 4). For certain kinetics this
enables one to obtain an explicit solution for Cs that can be
substituted into the rate expression. For example, for a first-
order reaction
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This substitution reduces the model to three equations for Tf,
Cf, and Ts. By introducing the following dimensionless vari-
ables
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where, for a first-order reaction,
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The corresponding boundary conditions are
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When the transport resistances between the solid and fluid
phase are small, the reactor may be described by the simpler
pseudo-homogeneous (��) model
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where, for a first-order irreversible reaction,

��	, x� � Da exp� 
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The dimensionless quantities in the pseudo-homogeneous
model are
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Vortmeyer and Schaeffer20 derived a relation for the effective
thermal conductivity in this model. Recent studies by Dommeti
et al.15 and Balakotaiah and Dommeti21 indicate that this rela-
tion is not always valid.

Steady-state numerical solutions were obtained by discretiz-
ing the spatial derivatives by finite differences in all three
directions (102 grid points in the axial direction and 60–100
grid points in the radial and azimuthal directions). In some
cases, global orthogonal collocation was used to discretize the
radial and azimuthal directions (10–25 points in each direc-
tion). The steady-state solutions were computed either by a
sparse inexact Newton–Krylov subspace method using ILU
preconditioned BiCGSTAB22 or by a Newton–Raphson itera-
tion procedure using a nonlinear equation solver (NLEQ),
direct (LAPACK), and sparse (MA28) solver.23 The bifurca-
tion diagrams were computed using pseudo-arc length contin-
uation.24 The branches of the 2-D and 3-D states and of the
codimension-1 were calculated using the Library of Continu-
ation Algorithms (LOCA) software.25,26

Dynamic simulations were conducted using the Linear Im-
plicit Extrapolator (LIMEX).27,28 The 1-D calculations were
computed using the LAPACK option. The 2-D and 3-D calcu-
lations were performed using either the direct linear solver
(MA28) or the sparse iterative linear solver (GMRES/BiCG-
STAB). The sparse iterative solver in the linear step usually
converged in two to three iterations.

Both the steady-state and dynamic simulations of the full
model are rather demanding. Thus, we first studied a simplified
version of the full model, that of a shallow reactor, to gain
insight into the structure of the bifurcation diagrams of the
states with the nonuniform transversal temperature, and their
stability features and transitions. A similar approach was used
by Balakotaiah et al.29 in their study of pattern formation in a
shallow monolith reactor. This shallow reactor model was
obtained by a Liapunov–Schmidt reduction30 of the full model.
Details of the reduction procedure used in this case are reported
by Viswanathan.31 We denote by 	f, xf, and 	s the spatially
averaged quantities in the shallow reactor model, that is

	f � �
0

1

	fd xf � �
0

1

xfd 	s � �
0

1

	sd (25)

The shallow-reactor two-phase model is
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The pseudo-homogeneous model can be reduced in a similar
way.

The reduced model was discretized using a second-order
central difference scheme. To circumvent the singularity at the
center, the grid points were placed at the radial positions �j 	
(2j � 1)/(2N � 1) @ j 	 1, N.32 After discretization, the
reduced model is similar to a cell model in a circular cross
section, with the diffusion terms (in the continuous model)
mimicked by exchange coefficients among the cells.

Stationary nonuniform temperature in a shallow reactor

We consider here the evolution and dynamics of stationary
temperature patterns in an adiabatic shallow packed-bed reac-
tor (��) using a pseudo-homogeneous model. This limiting
model provides important insight about the dynamic features of
the more complex models, the analysis and simulations of
which are much more demanding. The mathematical model of
this two variables system is
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have a negative real part. In a packed-bed reactor, Le 

 1 and
it can be proven that the stability condition

det��1� � 0 (34)

implies that in this system tr(�1) � 0. Thus, condition 34 is
necessary and sufficient for stability and no Hopf bifurcation
can occur from a state satisfying Eq. 34. Next we consider a
small nonuniform spatial perturbation of the form

�mn��, �� � ��1Jm��mn��eim�

�2Jm��mn��eim�� (35)

where m and n are the azimuthal and radial mode numbers and
eim� and Jm(�mn�) are the corresponding eigenfunctions. Be-
cause of the no-flux boundary condition, �mn satisfies the
relation

dJm��mn��

d�
	

�	1

� mJm��mn� � �mnJm�1��mn� � 0 (36)

The first nine eigenvalues �mn of the spatial perturbations are
reported in Table 1. Although all the perturbations with m 	 0
have no azimuthal dependency, all the others depend on both �
and �. Figure 1 describes the first six eigenmodes. Linear
stability analysis of a uniform solution of the steady state of the
pseudo-homogeneous model following a small perturbation of
�mn, defined by Eq. 35, shows that it is stable to the inhomo-
geneous perturbations, if both eigenvalues of

Table 1. First Nine Eigenvalues Satisfying Eq. 36

No. m n �mn

1 1 1 1.8412
2 2 1 3.0542
3 0 1 3.8317
4 3 1 4.2012
5 4 1 5.3176
6 1 2 5.3314
7 5 1 6.4156
8 2 2 6.7061
9 0 2 7.0155

Figure 1. The first six transversal eigenmodes.
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The neutral stability curve, at which a transition from a
uniform to a nonuniform state occurs, is obtained by a simul-
taneous solution of the uniform steady-state solutions of Eqs.
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The effective heat diffusion in a pseudo-homogeneous
model of a packed-bed reactor is always larger than that of the
species dispersion, that is, ��� � 1. The lefthand side of Eq.
42 is positive when det(�1) 
 0. Thus, the condition for a
transition from a uniform to a nonuniform state of det(���

��) 	
0 is not satisfied if ��� � 1. This leads to the important
conclusion that for reactions described by the above model a
bifurcation to a stationary nonuniform state from a uniform
state, stable to uniform perturbations, cannot occur for the
realistic cases of ��� � 1. However, when ��� � 1, an
unstable bifurcation to a nonuniform state may occur from the
unstable branch of uniform states for which det(�1) � 0.
Extensive numerical calculations showed that all the solutions
on a branch of nonuniform states are unstable whenever the
branch emanates and terminates on the branch of unstable
uniform states. Thus, stable nonuniform states do not exist for
the realistic case of ��� � 1. A stable bifurcation to a
nonuniform state may occur from the stable branch only for
��� � 1.

The two-phase shallow reactor model (��) consists of
three state variables. Its stability analysis is similar, but
more intricate. Assuming a small spatial perturbation of the
form
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and
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The neutral stability curve is obtained by a simultaneous solu-
tion of the uniform steady-state solutions of Eqs. 26–29 and

det����
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Unfortunately, we were unable to derive in this case a bound
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above which a stable uniform state cannot bifurcate to a non-
uniform state. Extensive calculations indicated that for the
kinetic model used here a uniform steady state may bifurcate
only to a stationary nonuniform state. However, we are unable
to prove this.

Before proceeding to the regular reactor case, we shall
present some numerical results describing the impact of ���

on the evolution of the nonuniform states for the two-phase
��. In all the numerical simulations, unless otherwise stated,
we used the following set of parameters
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We used L 	 dp in all the shallow reactor simulations and
L 	 30dp in all the regular reactor simulations. Figure 2 shows
the neutral stability curve of the bifurcation to the first mode
(�mn 	 1.8412) for the shallow reactor. Figure 2a shows that
for ��� � 1 the stability curve is bounded between the Da
values corresponding to the ignition (Dai) and extinction (Dae).
However, this graph does not show from which branch of
uniform states the bifurcation occurs. Thus, from now on we
report the stability curves in the plane of R/dp vs. 	f,exit, the
effluent temperature, because these plots show from which
branch of uniform solutions the bifurcation occurs. Figure 2b
shows that for all ��� � 1, the bifurcation occurs from the
branch of unstable uniform states because the effluent temper-
ature is bounded between the ignition and extinction tempera-

tures (	i and 	e). However, for ��� 	 0.165 and R/dp 
 7.5
one bifurcation to nonuniform temperature state occurs from a
stable, uniform high-temperature state (	 
 	e), and a second
one from an unstable, uniform temperature state (	e � 	 � 	i).
For ��� 	 0.075 and R/dp 
 6.5 one bifurcation is from a
stable, uniform high-temperature state and the second from a
stable, uniform low-temperature state.

Figure 3 is a bifurcation diagram of the uniform and non-
uniform states of this reactor. The nonuniform states were
obtained by perturbing the uniform ones close to the bifurca-
tion points by the first mode and numerical continuation to
compute the branch. The transition from uniform to nonuni-
form states occurred at a pitchfork bifurcation, at which a pair
of nonuniform branches emerged. The nonuniform states bi-
furcating from a uniform unstable branch are unstable. In all
the cases we studied, the pitchfork bifurcation from the branch
of uniform stable states is subcritical, that is, the bifurcating
nonuniform states are unstable. (In all the bifurcation diagrams
shown here, except for Figure 10, dashed lines represent un-
stable transversal nonuniform states and solid segments on
these branches represent stable transversal nonuniform states.)
In the case shown in Figure 3 for ��� 	 1.5, all the states on
the two nonuniform branches are unstable. In contrast, some of

Figure 2. Neutral stability curves corresponding to the
first transversal mode (�mn � 1.8412) for a
two-phase model of a shallow packed-bed re-
actor (L � dp) for various ������ in (a) the R/dp vs.
Da and (b) R/dp vs. �f,exit plane.
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the nonuniform states for ��� 	 0.165 are stable. The non-
uniform states are rather similar in shape to the first mode, that
is, half of the cross section is hot and half is cold. The neutral
stability curve in Figure 2 indicates that for ��� 	 0.075 and
R/dp 
 6.5 the branch of the nonuniform state emanates from
a stable, uniform ignited state and terminates at a stable,
uniform extinguished state. In the special case of mode 1, the
two states (on either branches of the nonuniform states) are
mirror images of each other and have the same effluent tem-
perature. Thus, the two states are represented by a single
branch in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the neutral stability corresponding to the
third mode (�mn 	 3.8317), which has no azimuthal depen-
dency and has the shape of a target. Again, bifurcation from
stable uniform states do not occur for values of ��� � 1.
However, bifurcations from stable uniform states occur for
sufficiently small values of ���.

Figure 5 is a bifurcation diagram of the uniform steady
states and the stationary nonuniform ones corresponding to
the third mode. The states corresponding to ��� 	 1.5
emanate from unstable, uniform states and all the states on
this branch are unstable. For ��� 	 0.165 the branch of
nonuniform state bifurcates (subcritically) from a stable,
uniform ignited state and terminates at an unstable, uniform
state. Some of the nonuniform states on this branch are
stable (solid line in Figure 5), whereas the others are unsta-
ble. The nonuniform states were rather similar in shape to
the third mode, that is, had the shape of a target. Two
branches of nonuniform states exist in this case. This occurs
because the pitchfork bifurcation leads to formation of
two nonuniform states that have different effluent tempera-
tures.

Stationary nonuniform temperature in packed-bed
reactors

We consider here the formation of nonuniform transversal
temperature patterns in an adiabatic packed-bed reactor using a
two-phase model. At the neutral stability curve a transition
from a uniform to a nonuniform state occurs following a
nonuniform perturbation. It is obtained by solving simulta-
neously the transversally uniform steady-state form of equa-
tions (Eqs. 11–17) and the eigenvalue problem

Figure 3. Dependency of the uniform and nonuniform
states corresponding to the first mode on Da
for a two-phase model of a shallow packed-
bed reactor (L � dp) for ������ � 0.165 and
���� � 1.5.
Dotted line denotes unstable uniform state; dashed line de-
notes unstable nonuniform state; solid line denotes stable
states.

Figure 4. Neutral stability curves corresponding to the
third transversal mode (�mn � 3.8317) for a
two-phase model of a shallow packed-bed re-
actor (L � dp) for various ������.

Figure 5. Dependency of the uniform and nonuniform
states corresponding to the third mode on Da
for a two-phase model of a shallow packed-
bed reactor (L � dp) for ������ � 1.5 and ������ �
0.165.
Dotted line denotes unstable uniform state; dashed line de-
notes unstable nonuniform state; solid line denotes stable
states.
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Linear stability predicts the nature of the bifurcating non-
uniform solutions. When a single negative eigenvalue � be-
comes positive upon crossing the neutral stability curve, a
stationary nonuniform state evolves, whereas if a pair of com-
plex eigenvalues crosses the imaginary axis an oscillatory
nonuniform state evolves. Extensive numerical simulations
suggest that this three-variable model leads only to bifurcations
to a stationary nonuniform state, although we could not prove
this. Similarly, we were unable to derive a criterion predicting
the impact of the ratio between the effective transversal dis-
persion of heat and mass on the stability of the uniform steady
state from which the nonuniform states can bifurcate.

Figure 6 shows the neutral stability curve of the bifurcation
to the first mode (�mn 	 1.8412). Figure 6a shows that for all
��� � 1 the stability curve is bounded between the Da values
corresponding to the ignition (Dai) and extinction (Dae). Figure
6b shows that for all ��� � 1 the nonuniform states bifurcate
from the branch of unstable uniform states because their efflu-
ent temperature is between the ignition and extinction temper-
atures (	i and 	e). This indicates that, as predicted by the
shallow reactor model, no bifurcation from a stable uniform
steady-state solution can occur under the practical case of ���

� 1. However, for ��� values of 0.1 and 0.075 bifurcations to
nonuniform temperature state occur from the stable, uniform
high-temperature states (	 
 	e). The qualitative behavior of
this model is similar to that of the shallow reactor shown in
Figure 2. However, a nonuniform state bifurcated from stable
uniform states for ��� 	 0.165 for the shallow reactor. No
such bifurcation occurred in the regular packed-bed reactor
model. Numerical simulations indicated that when the neutral

stability curve has a fold in the (R/dp vs. Da) plane, such as for
��� 	 0.075 in Figure 6a, then a bifurcation can occur from
a stable uniform state.

The neutral stability curves for the higher modes have a
shape similar to that for mode 1. For example, Figure 7 shows
the neutral stability for nonuniform states corresponding to the
third mode (�mn 	 3.8317) in Figure 1. Again, bifurcation
from stable uniform states do not occur for values of ��� � 1.
However, bifurcations from stable uniform state occur for
sufficiently small values of ���. Comparison of Figures 6b
and 7 shows that the neutral stability curve for the higher mode
are shifted to higher values of R/dp. The fact that the neutral
stability curves for higher modes are shifted to higher values of
R/dp implies that the larger the reactor diameter, the larger the
number of possible stationary nonuniform states.

The bifurcation diagram of the uniform steady state and of
the nonuniform ones corresponding to the third mode are
shown in Figure 8. The states corresponding to ��� 	 1.5
emanate from unstable, uniform states and all the states on this
branch are unstable. This occurs for all the states satisfying the
realistic condition that ��� � 1. For ��� 	 0.075 the branch
of nonuniform state bifurcates (subcritically) from a stable,
uniform ignited state and terminates at an unstable, uniform
state. Some of the nonuniform states on that branch are stable

Figure 6. Neutral stability curves corresponding to the
first transversal mode (�mn � 1.8412) for a
two-phase model of a packed-bed reactor (L �
30dp) for various ������ in (a) the R/dp vs. Da and
(b) R/dp vs. �f,exit plane.
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(solid line in Figure 8), whereas the others are unstable. The
nonuniform states are rather similar in shape to the third mode.
Two branches of nonuniform states exist in this case. This
occurs because the pitchfork bifurcation leads to formation of
two nonuniform states with different effluent temperatures.

The solutions corresponding to mode 3 have no azimuthal
dependency and have the shape of a target at any cross section
of the reactor. Figure 9 describes the temperature profiles
within such a reactor of such a stable nonuniform state. It was
computed for ��� 	 0.075. Thus, it corresponds to the con-

dition that the effective heat diffusivity is smaller than that of
the limiting reactant.

The branches of the nonuniform states corresponding to the
second mode (�mn 	 3.0542) are shown in Figure 10 for ���

	 1.5, that is, for a realistic situation, in which the heat
dispersion exceeds that of the limiting reactants. In this case the
two branches of the nonuniform states emanate from an unsta-

Figure 7. Neutral stability curves corresponding to the
third transversal mode (�mn � 3.8317) for a
two-phase model of a packed-bed reactor (L �
30dp) for various ������.

Figure 8. Dependency of the uniform and nonuniform
states corresponding to the third mode on Da
for a two-phase model of a packed-bed reac-
tor (L � 30dp) for ������ � 1.5 and ������ � 0.075.
Dotted line denotes unstable uniform state; dashed line de-
notes unstable nonuniform state; solid line denotes stable
states.

Figure 9. Reactor temperature of stable nonuniform
states in a packed-bed reactor predicted by a
two-phase model and corresponding to the
third mode for Da � 134 and ������ � 0.075 when
(a) ��f,exit� � 0.237 and (b) ��f,exit� � 0.325.

Figure 10. Dependency of the uniform and nonuniform
states corresponding to the second mode on
Da for a two-phase model of a packed-bed
reactor (L � 30dp) for ������ � 1.5.
Dotted line denotes unstable uniform state; dashed line
denotes unstable nonuniform state; solid line denotes stable
states.
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ble uniform steady state, located on the intermediate branch of
solutions. Detailed linear stability calculations showed that all
the states on the two branches were unstable and there was no
change in stability at the limit points on the branches of these
states.

Conclusions and Remarks

A pseudo-homogeneous model predicts that a stable, station-
ary nonuniform temperature pattern cannot form in any cross
section of an adiabatic packed-bed reactor used to carry out a
single reaction, having a conventional rate expression that
accounts only for reactant surface adsorption, desorption, and
temperature. This is explained by the fact that the transversal
heat dispersion in the reactor is larger than that of the limiting
reactant. This conclusion is true for all the possible modes. This
conclusion was proved for a shallow packed-bed reactor de-
scribed by a pseudo-homogeneous model. Extensive numerical
simulations showed that both a regular and shallow packed-bed
reactor described by a two-phase model exhibited the same
qualitative behavioral features. A stable, stationary pattern may
form in the cross section of the reactor only under the assump-
tion that the transversal species dispersion exceeds that of the
temperature. As indicated by Schmitz and Tsotsis14 and Yakh-
nin and Menzinger,17 this condition is not satisfied in packed-
bed reactors and is the same as that generating a Turing pattern
in reaction–diffusion systems.

This study shows that the analysis of pattern formation in a
shallow packed-bed reactor provides useful insight and guid-
ance about pattern evolution and stability in packed-bed reac-
tors. Moreover, it drastically decreases the numerical effort
needed to conduct such studies. This finding should be used in
future studies of pattern formation involving different classes
of reactions.

Our study is the first to present the branches of stationary
transversal pattern states in a 3D packed-bed reactor. We found
that all the stationary patterned states on the branch were
unstable, when the branch bifurcated from two states that were
unstable to uniform disturbances. Stable stationary states were
obtained only when the branch bifurcated from a uniform state
stable to uniform disturbances. Only some of the states on the
branch of nonuniform states were stable.

The analysis of the pattern formation in an adiabatic packed-
bed reactor exploits the fact that the concentration and temper-
ature satisfy the same (no-flux) boundary condition at the
reactor walls. Consequently, the radial perturbations of all the
variables can be expressed by the same Bessel functions. A
much more intricate analysis is required when heat transfer
occurs at the reactor walls. In this case different Bessel func-
tions describe the concentration and temperature disturbances
and the concentration and temperature patterns are no longer
similar. It is important to conduct future analysis of this case to
gain insight into the impact of the heat losses on the pattern
evolution and stability.

This study, however, does not provide an answer to the
important question: Which reaction mechanism and operating
condition can lead to transversal pattern formation in adiabatic
packed-bed reactors? Several industrial reports and laboratory
experiments mentioned in the introduction reported formation
of hot zones in packed-bed reactors. This study suggests that a
bifurcation to a stable nonuniform state may occur only if the

reaction rate depends—in addition to the temperature and sur-
face adsorption and desorption of reactants—on other rate
processes, such as a periodic variation of the surface catalytic
activity33or impact of subsurface adsorption–desorption of re-
actants.34,35 The pattern formation for these more complex
kinetic mechanisms will be addressed in a future publication.
Our analysis is of a bed that is uniformly packed with no
internal flow obstructions. Clearly, internal obstruction of the
flow36 or nonuniform packing of the bed8 may also generate hot
zones.
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Notation

av 	 specific surface area, m2/m3

C 	 concentration, mol/m3

Cp 	 specific heat capacity, J kg�1 k�1

dp 	 diameter of particle, m
D 	 species diffusion coefficient, m2/s

Da 	 Damköhler number
E 	 activation energy, J/mol
h 	 interfacial heat transfer coefficient, W K�1 m�2

J 	 Bessel function of first kind
k 	 interfacial mass transfer coefficient, m/s

k� 	 intrinsic reaction rate constant, 1/s
L 	 reactor length, m
� 	 first Fréchet derivative

Le 	 Lewis number, defined by Eq. 10
Le�� 	 Lewis number, defined by Eq. 24

� 	 ratio of transversal heat to mass dispersions
N 	 radial grid points
� 	 transversal perturbation matrix

Pe 	 Peclet number, defined by Eq. 10
Pe�� 	 Peclet number, defined by Eq. 24

r 	 radial coordinate, m
R 	 reactor radius, m
r� 	 reaction rate, mol m�3 s�1

� 	 dimensionless reaction rate
R� 	 universal gas constant, J mol�1 K�1

Stm 	 Stanton number for mass, defined by Eq. 10
Sth 	 Stanton number for heat, defined by Eq. 10

t 	 time, s
T 	 temperature, K
v 	 linear velocity, m/s
x 	 conversion, defined by Eq. 10
z 	 axial coordinate, m

Greek letters

� 	 adiabatic temperature rise, defined by Eq. 10

 	 dimensionless activation energy, defined by Eq. 10
� 	 bed voidage
 	 dimensionless axial coordinate
	 	 dimensionless temperature, defined by Eq. 10
� 	 thermal conductivity, W/(m.K)
� 	 transversal eigenmode number
� 	 dimensionless radial coordinate
� 	 eigenvalue
� 	 dimensionless time, defined by Eq. 10
� 	 azimuthal coordinate
�i 	 ith component of nonuniform perturbation

��H 	 heat of the reaction, J/mol

Other

� � � 	 averaged quantity
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Subscripts

a 	 axial
f 	 fluid phase

in 	 inlet
m 	 azimuthal mode number
n 	 radial mode number

�� 	 pseudo-homogeneous
s 	 solid phase

ss 	 transversally uniform steady state
�� 	 two-phase

� 	 transversal

Superscripts

e 	 extinction
h 	 mass
i 	 ignition

m 	 mass
�� 	 shallow reactor
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